application note

Using a MeasureReady™ M91 FastHall™
measurement controller with a Quantum Design
PPMS® and MultiVu™ software

Introduction
In 2019, Lake Shore Cryotronics introduced the MeasureReady™
M91 FastHall™ measurement controller. This single instrument
combines voltage and current sources as well as measurements
and switching elements with complete Hall calculations to provide
a start-to-finish Hall analysis directly from the instrument. In
addition, the M91 provides truly unique and patented new FastHall
technology, which results in two important improvements:
 It enables the measurement of sample mobilities down to
0.001 cm2/V s

The PPMS is a complete measurement system consisting of a
low-temperature cryostat, superconducting magnet, and control
electronics for making characterization measurements. The
system has a 12-pin sample puck, which is wired through a LEMO
connector on the side of the cryostat. During general operation, the
sample connector is connected to the PPMS electronics and the
system’s MultiVu™ software controls the field and temperature of
the sample space while coordinating the measurement electronics
contained in the PPMS system.

 It eliminates the need to complete a physical field reversal
during the Hall measurement.
While the M91 can be integrated with any type of magnet system,
it is very useful when used in conjunction with a superconducting
magnet. This application note describes how the M91 FastHall
measurement controller can be integrated into a measurement
application using the popular Physical Property Measurement
System (PPMS®) from Quantum Design.

MeasureLINK - MultiVu
Connection API
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Hardware connections
PPMS

M91-TRIAX-DB25

back
(1) LEMO connection

Lake Shore M91

front
(6) triaxial connections

Diagram 1: PPMS to M91
instrument via breakout box.

Installing the M91

Sample connections

Diagram 1 generally shows how the PPMS-to-M91 connection
is made via the M91-TRIAX-DB25 adapter box supplied by
Lake Shore Cryotronics. As shown in Diagram 2, the recommended
communication interface to the M91 is the USB connector (labeled
as #7 in the diagram). In order to use this interface, the current
Lake Shore USB driver should be downloaded and installed on the
PC used to run the M91 measurements. If this is completed properly,
then when the M91 is connected, the PC will recognize the instrument
as an M91. The driver can be downloaded here:

The M91 supports both van der Pauw (4 connections) and Hall bar
(6 connections) geometries. These samples should be wired to the
PPMS sample puck as shown below. When inserted into the PPMS,
these sample connections are present on the LEMO connector on
the side of the PPMS.

 Lake Shore USB driver (download from
www.lakeshore.com/software)

F/C+

In order to connect the M91 sample connections (triaxial
connections) with the PPMS LEMO connector, a breakout box and
cable are available from Lake Shore (M91-TRIAX-D25). This enables
the pins from the LEMO connector to connect to the pins of the
triaxial connectors.
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Diagram 2: Back panel
of M91 instrument.
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NOTE: While the M91 is capable of measuring sample resistance up to 200 GΩ, the sample resistance in this
configuration is limited to approximately 10 MΩ due to the internal wiring limitations of the PPMS.
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Note
Internal jumper on
measure common:

2
1

q Triaxial sample connectors
e Analog output
t Digital input
u RJ-45 Ethernet interface
o USB thumb drive interface
s M91-T field control output

Gray LEMO (puck) pins

Diagram 3: Pinning for
PPMS sample puck.
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Software

Configuring the MultiVu driver

Installation
There are two options for installing MeasureLINK. It can be installed
on the same PC with the MultiVu software or on a separate PC
that is on the same network as the MultiVu PC. In either case, the
standard installation for MeasureLINK can be followed.

Communication with the Quantum Design MultiVu software can
be done locally with MeasureLINK and MultiVu on the same PC
or remotely with MeasureLINK MCS and MultiVu on two different
networked PCs. This is configured in the Communications tab of the
MultiVu driver.

A computer running Windows® 7 or higher operating system with
a USB port is required to run the M91 FastHall measurement
controller with MeasureLINK-MCS software.

Activation
Once MeasureLINK is installed, the software must be activated
using the License Management tab on the Utilities window. If the
computer is connected to the Internet, then the product can be
activated by filling in the required fields in the Activation pane and
hitting the Activate button. A one-time 90-day evaluation license
can also be activated on the same page.

Application packs
The MeasureLINK installation includes a number of optional
application packs that extend the functionality of the base
MeasureLINK software. These packs include the drivers needed to
communicate with the instruments, prewritten scripts for running
all of the Hall measurements and reporting the results of the
measurements, measurement examples, and documentation. For
this application, the following two application packs should be
installed (which can be completed by navigating to the Application
Packs tab in the Utilities window):
 MeasureLINK QD MultiVu application pack

In order to communicate correctly with MultiVu, all three of the
fields in the communications tab must be correct. The first is the
instrument type. Select your Quantum Design system type from this
dropdown list.
The second is the IP address to use for communication. For local
installations where MultiVu and MeasureLINK MCS are on the same
PC, this will almost always be 127.0.0.1, which is the local loopback
IP address. For a remote configuration, this should be the IP address
of the computer running MultiVu.
The last setting is the Remote checkbox. Check this box to access
MultiVu remotely using the QDInstrument_Server.exe. This should
always be checked for remote scenarios. You may want to check it
in a local scenario if you are already running QDInstrument_Server.
exe for some other reason. QDInstrument_Server.exe is a product of
Quantum Design and must be obtained from them.

 MeasureLINK M91 FastHall application pack
Once they are installed, the MeasureLINK software will need to be
restarted in order to complete have the application pack installation
process.
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The Settings tab for the driver allows you to set preferences,
defaults, and limits for the MeasureLINK driver. Nothing you set here
will change or override the platform settings in MultiVu. For example,
setting a maximum field 1000 Oe will not change the maximum field
in MultiVu. However, setting a maximum field of 1000 Oe will prevent
MeasureLINK from requesting any field higher than that limit. Once
the driver settings are configured the way you want, apply the
configuration to MeasureLINK MCS to activate the driver.

Driver monitor pane
The status and state of the driver can be monitored and controlled
from the monitor pane. When a system configuration containing
the QD driver is active, this pane will appear in the Monitor Panel
window in MeasureLINK MCS.
The connection button in the upper right of the pane connects the
driver to MultiVu. Before you can connect, MultiVu must be running.
If you are connecting remotely, QDInstrument_Server.exe must
be running on the same PC as MultiVu. If connection fails for any
reason, you will be notified.

Once the connection is established, the monitor pane will show the
live temperature and field status of the Quantum Design system. You
can also trigger ramps to a temperature or field using the controls in
the monitor pane. These controls will be disabled if a measurement
is running.

USB connection and driver
The M91 has a B-type USB connector on the rear panel that should
be used for communicating with the instrument. This is the standard
connector used on USB peripheral devices, and it allows the
common USB A-type to B-type cable to be used to connect the
M91 to a host PC. The maximum length of a USB cable, as defined
by the USB 2.0 standard, is 5 m (16.4 ft). This length can be
extended using USB hubs every
5 m (16.4 ft) up to five times, for a
Baud rate
921,600
maximum total length of 30 m (98.4 ft).
Data bits
8
The USB interface emulates an RS-232
Stop
bits
1
serial port at a fixed 115,200 baud
None
Parity
rate but with the physical connections
of a USB. This interface requires the
RTS/CTS
Handshaking
following communication parameters:

Running a Hall measurement
Sequences
As part of the application pack installation, a set of prewritten scripts
are installed and registered to be used in the sequence window
shown below. All of the M91 measurement scripts are located under
the Measurement ribbon button. Each step selected will appear:

In the left hand pane, when the start button is pressed, a sequence
of measurement functions are executed in order. By selecting each
step independently, the user can edit the step parameters to control
the measurement execution.

Measurements using the MultiVu driver
The driver is both a field controller and a temperature controller. That
means all the standard Hall measurements that use those interfaces
can use this driver without changing the underlying script. Of course,
you can also create custom measurement scripts either using the
interfaces or by referencing the driver directly. For documentation
of the commands available in the driver, see the manual available
in the Help page in MeasureLINK. To learn more about drivers and
interfaces, see the MeasureLINK user’s guide also in the Help page.
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Hall measurement script
Most Hall measurements are covered using the script labeled “Hall
measurement” as shown below.

Separate documentation is available that explains all of the settable
parameters available in this sequence step. While the script permits
users to configure the measurement with manual control of all
parameters prescribed, it also provides an “optimization mode” that
determines optimized parameters automatically during the Contact
Check portion and then uses this information during the Resistivity
and Hall voltage step. Using this Optimization routine greatly
simplifies the selection of suitable measurement parameters while
giving generally very good results. At a minimum, this can be a very
useful place to begin with when measuring a new sample, even if
additional adjustment is performed afterward.
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Results
The Hall measurement script provides a
complete set of output data from the M91.
Notice the multiple tabs across the bottom of the
M91 Summary Report window. These contain a
measurement summary, charts, and data tables
of the results, including a complete listing of
each voltage and current measurement used to
reach the final calculations.
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Questions? Answers?
Visit http://forums.lakeshore.com/
and become part of the conversation!
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